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Pet Care Newsletter

Puppy Pre School Graduates
Congratulations to the puppies that graduated from the December Puppy Pre-School classes with our Delta Society trained
Nurses Kirstie & Amanda.
Millie
Tex
Ziggy
Bruno
Momo
Ralph
Raven
Roxy
To view all the adorable graduation photos please visit our website.
What will my puppy gain from Puppy Pre-School?
Your puppy will gain valuable social skills by simply interacting with other puppies and people. These skills the pup develops it will use
for life. Your puppy will learn how to interact with lots of people, loud noises and children and even a visit to the vet will become fun
rather than something to shake about. Your puppy will develop into a friendly, educated, confident adult dog.
How will I benefit?
Owning a dog will be enjoyable rather than a chore. Having an obedient, well socialised dog is much more pleasant and stress free. You
will also gain knowledge in all areas of pet care from dental, nutrition, solving behavioural problems, toilet training and lots, lots more.
Weekly freebies and samples to take home for the puppy.

Find out more

Happy Birthday
A really BIG Happy Birthday to our current Healthcare members who will be celebrating in January 2022.

Livia - Happy 15th Birthday
Sammy - Happy 7th Birthday
MBVC Healthcare plans are available for cats and dogs of all ages!
At Murray Bridge Veterinary Clinic we believe that prevention is better than cure, which is why we have
developed our Pet Healthcare Plan. Each Plan is designed to cover all the regular essentials, such as
booster vaccinations as well as unlimited consultations.
If you would like some more info on our Healthcare Plans please contact us or read more on our
website. There you will find how the plan could help you to provide comprehensive preventative
healthcare for your pet, spread the cost and take advantage of special offers for Pet Healthcare
Members.

Find out more

Snootiful sighthounds
Whether you’re thinking of adopting an adult greyhound or welcoming a whippet pup into the household,
you’re in for a treat! As well as looking like the perfect cross between a dog and a reindeer, sighthounds
are generally gentle, sweet dogs who make loyal and interactive family members. Read on for some of
the benefits and potential challenges of owning a sighthound.
Benefits of sighthounds:








Just have a look at their sweet little faces, and perhaps search “sighthounds dressed as
reindeer” - you won’t be sorry!
They make gentle, devoted companions, and are often very tolerant and affectionate with
children (with adequate supervision, as recommended for any young child-dog interaction)
They will entertain you with bursts of highly athletic “zoomies” in open spaces, and then charm
you with calm snuggles on the couch afterwards
They are generally considered to be relatively “healthy” breeds, having been bred for
performance
Other than brushing out loose hairs (and the usual nail clipping required for most dogs),
whippets and greyhounds require very little grooming maintenance
They are generally not “barkers”

Potential challenges of owning a sighthound:







Their lean bodies and finer fur make them feel the cold (although this can be remedied with a
warm coat)
They can be prone to sensitive tummies, sometimes requiring prescription diets or other
treatments to manage
They can be prone to dental disease and require regular dental hygiene maintenance
Whippets can have a predisposition to developing heart disease, whilst greyhounds can have a
predisposition towards developing bone tumours
Puppies, particularly of the whippet variety, can be high-energy and mischievous until maturity
at around two years old

Ask our friendly team if you’d like any further information on sighthounds. We’ll try to refrain from making
any “Whippet real good” jokes!

Them rolls: dog breeds with excess skin
Shar-peis, basset hounds, neapolitan mastiffs, bulldogs and dogue de bordeaux. What do they all have
in common? Lots of skin folds and wrinkles!
Whilst dogs with rolls can look appealing, their excess skin can, unfortunately, predispose them to
chronic skin, eye and ear issues. Here’s how it can all "unfold".
Skin issues
Excess tissue forming folds is a real problem for skin health. These skin folds trap moisture and heat,
and are difficult to clean, making them prone to developing irritation and bacterial or yeast infections.
Additionally, thick, puffy skin rolls can make it difficult for veterinary staff to access the dog’s veins
beneath. This can prove a problem if that pet ever requires intravenous medications or fluids, such as
for routine surgical procedures or health emergencies.
Eye issues
Excess skin around the eyes of droopy-skinned dogs can alter the shape of their eyelids. This can make
these breeds prone to 'entropion', a condition where excess eyelid tissue rolls inwards, causing the
eyelashes to rub painfully against the surface of the eye. Dogs with entropion often have weepy, sore
eyes and can develop severe infections or eye ulcers – left untreated, this can progress to permanent
eye damage or even blindness.
Ear disease
Unfortunately, many of these loose-skinned breeds can also be predisposed to recurrent, painful ear
infections. This is partially due to breed-related conformational issues, such as large, floppy ears, in
breeds such as the basset hound, and the unusually narrow ear canals of the shar-pei, but may also be
due to underlying allergies.
If your dog has excess skin, it’s best to check them frequently for any signs of discomfort and seek
advice from our veterinary team if you have concerns. We’ll help to keep them “on a roll” with their skin,
eye and ear health!

Climate damage on the Great Barrier Reef: can we hit “reefresh”?
Image sources: the ABC, the Guardian

Hope is in the air - or better yet, in the sea - after a recent coral spawning event took place in November
last year. This annual spectacle in the Great Barrier Reef sees entire colonies of coral reef
simultaneously release gametes (tiny reproductive cells) into the water to join together and create new
coral.
During the event, the reproductive cells float up to the surface, resembling clouds made up of billions of
white, yellow, red and orange flakes when viewed underwater.
Incredibly delicate, the event can only occur during extremely specific conditions. In order for the reef to
erupt, the event must take place at night, after a full moon. Ocean temperatures must be above 26
degrees for a full month, and the water around the reef must be calm.
Since 1998, 98% of individual reefs along the Great Barrier Reef have been hit by coral bleaching
caused by rising ocean temperatures from global heating.
Coral bleaching occurs when ocean temperatures get too warm for the algae that provides nutrients for
the coral to survive. When the algae leave, so does the coral’s colour and vitality, as well as the
ecosystems that are supported by the algae, leaving only a sickly white skeleton.
Coral reefs are considered one of the most sensitive ecosystems to global heating and new research
published in the Global Change Biology journal predicts that even if we are able to keep global warming
to 1.5°C, bleaching strong enough to kill coral permanently would likely still attack the reef more than
three times a decade. Lead author of the study, Jen McWhorter, warns that global heating above 2°C
would be “very, very bad” for the Great Barrier Reef.
For the last few years, coral from across the reef have been collected by The Australian Institute of
Marine Science to study how temperature tolerant they can be, so that coral with higher heat tolerance
can be sourced and bred back into the reef. This method of ‘coral IVF’ aims to help the reef become
more temperature tolerant as oceans continue to heat up.
Marine biologist Gareth Phillips, who captured the reef’s spawning event on film with his team,
encourages that it is a “sign that the reef is recovering”.
However, James Cook University professor and a leading expert on the effects of global heating on
coral reefs, Terry Hughes, reminds us that corals can only recover so far, and “the end point depends on
how much warmer we are prepared to allow it to go.”
Learn more about the Great Barrier Reef from the ABC, the Guardian and the ABC.

Animal News In Brief
The peacock spider Image source: the ABC

Why these spiders are all over the web
Although our reflex to spiders can often be to flinch, the peacock spider is anything but big, hairy and scary. Two new species of the
jumping peacock spider have recently been discovered in Western Australia, and although they are known for their jumping, these
harmless, grain-of-rice-sized arachnid friends are treasured for something else entirely. For most of the year that they live, the males
stay a humble brown colour, but when spring reaches and they moult for the last time, something magical happens. By opening up
the fans on their abdomen, the brightest, most alluring colours are revealed for a visual display as they dance to attract a mate. The
almost-metallic colours range among the different peacock spider species as well. Full of enchantment, one species was even named
after Van Gogh’s Starry Night painting for its astral resemblance. Spider-enthusiast and spotter of the latest peacock spider species,
Flynn Prall, says that after people appreciate the spiders from his photographs, they become more likely to relocate spiders rather
than kill them. When it comes to spiders, Prall says, “that's all it's about, understanding.” Have these colourful little guys changed your
mind on spiders?
Read more about peacock spiders from the ABC.

Meet baby rhino, Hari
In November of last year, a not-so-little special addition was welcomed at Taronga Western Plains Zoo. Hari, the greater one-horned
rhino, was birthed at the zoo by his mum Amala after a 475-day pregnancy. Hari is only the second of his species to be born in
Australia. Greater one-horned rhinos, originally from North-East India, can only give birth to one calf every four years, and with only
3,700 left in the wild, Hari’s arrival signifies that there is still hope for the conservation of this species. Hari already weighs 100kg at
four weeks old, and is putting on more weight by the day. Despite just being a baby and needing a strict diet of mum’s milk only, Hari
is already keen to experiment with eating Amala’s favourite branch bits. As Kat Pollock, Hari’s keeper, says, "he thinks he's a big boy
already." Caring for 5,000 animals from over 350 species, Taronga Western Plains is the only place in Australia that houses the
greater one-horned rhino. They also recently announced the birth of a female black rhino calf, Sabi Star.
Read more about Hari at Taronga Western Plains Zoo from the ABC.

An industrial designer saving animals behind the scenes
In Melbourne’s outer east resides a little workshop, where unique inventions for animal welfare are envisioned and created. The
workshop is owned by engineer and industrial designer Girius Antanaitis, who, back in 2014, got in touch with Zoo Victoria’s
Healesville Sanctuary to see if he could offer a helping hand. Little did Girius know that his contact with the Sanctuary would lead to a
career in developing solutions for complicated veterinary surgeries. With a workshop ready to answer any kind of challenge, Girius’s
portfolio is rather conglomerate. One of his inventions includes a gag to help vets keep wombats’ mouths open while they file their
teeth, as in captivity, their teeth don’t file down naturally as they do in the wild from eating native grasses. Another of Girius’s
inventions includes the world-first pelvis implant, built from scratch for a sun bear named Hitam, whose life had been spent in a cage
on a rice and milk diet, hindering the growth of her pelvis and making toilet trips very painful. The implant Girius made was able to
correctly expand Hitam’s pelvis to provide her comfort. Hitam is now living a happy life at a sanctuary in Borneo. Many of Girius’s
projects are self-funded out of his love for animals, “what’s important to me is [assisting] the animals no-one’s helping,” says the
engineer.
Read more about Girius and his inventions from Australian Geographic.

Lapping up the attention
The companionship and comfort of a little dog curled up on your lap can be a real positive for mental health. Whilst many dogs love
a good cuddle, breeds such as chihuahuas, poodles, shih tzus and maltese have a particular reputation for being devoted lapdogs.
Behaviour
Lapdogs often form a strong emotional bond with their owners, making them seem almost human with their perceptiveness and
apparent empathy. However, some lapdogs can become so bonded with their owners that they can feel quite anxious if separated
from them, or if another human or dog approaches. This can occasionally provoke them to show aggressive behaviours, as they try
to ward off the apparent threat.
It’s important to provide your little dog with lots of opportunities to socialise and gain confidence through positive experiences with
other people and animals. This is particularly important before sixteen weeks of age, as part of normal healthy development, but
should continue throughout life.
If your lapdog is older and showing some anxious behaviours when separated from you, or with other people or animals, have a
chat with our vets regarding behavioural modification treatment options to help your pet gain confidence.
Medical issues
Whilst the various lapdog breeds each have their own particular disease predispositions, there are a few common medical issues
that we see amongst the group. These are:





A tendency towards obesity, which can place strain on the heart, lungs and joints, and contribute to other diseases
Dental issues leading to pain and infection
Joint issues such as bowed forelimbs or luxating patellas (loose kneecaps), which can cause discomfort and lead to
arthritis

It’s best to have your pet health-checked every 12 months up to eight years old, and then every six months thereafter. This will help
ensure that your little companion stays in tip-top mental and physical health for many future years of cuddles!

Giants among us
Despite their intimidating size, giant breeds such as bernese mountain dogs, dogue de bordeaux and mastiffs are often devoted,
gentle and sensitive family members.
It’s important to be aware that these “Big Friendly Giants” will naturally cost more to maintain than the average dog, needing more
food, bigger “dog furniture”, and larger doses of any medications. They will also require special care and training to keep them
healthy and easy to handle.
Special care during growth
Giant breed puppies mature slowly and are not considered fully-grown until about two years old. It’s important to protect your pup’s
developing joint health by:




Feeding a large breed growth diet until 18-24 months old – these are specially formulated to support slow, steady
musculoskeletal growth and to keep your pup in lean, healthy body condition
Keeping exercise gentle and controlled for the first 12-18 months

It’s also ideal to purchase your pup from a breeder who adheres to hip and elbow health scoring when breeding their dogs
(depending on your particular giant breed). If you have any queries, our veterinary team will be able to explain more about hip and
elbow scoring in relation to purchasing a puppy.
Good training
Given your adult dog will probably be roughly the size of a small pony, they should be well-trained from a young age! A good dog
trainer who uses positive methods can help you learn to walk your giant pet comfortably, as well as manage any potential issues,
such as jumping up or surfing for snacks on the kitchen counter.
Rapid ageing
Unfortunately, these gentle giants age at a faster rate, and are considered “elderly” by six-to-seven years of age.
It’s important to have your older dog health-checked every six months, which can help us detect common giant breed health issues,
such as arthritis and tumours. As well as keeping your pet comfortable, we can make recommendations on household modifications
to support their mobility.
We’re big on health and happiness for big pets!

Super-friendly cats: 'Slinkies' and 'Floofs'
In addition to particularly confident 'moggies', there are some popular cat breeds with a reputation for being highly friendly and almost
dog-like in their behaviour. We like to divide these cats into two cat-egories – the 'Slinkies' and the 'Floofs'. In the Slinkies category are
burmese, siamese and sphynx cats, while maine coon and ragdoll cats make up the Floofs.
Behaviour
These friendly breeds make wonderful pets for owners who want a particularly people-oriented cat. However, their inquisitive natures can
make them more likely to get into mischief! Slinkies are known for their predisposition to pica – a habit of eating silly things such as
hairbands or wool, which can cause dangerous gastrointestinal obstructions.
As well as keeping any potentially edible items packed away in cat-proof containers, it also helps to keep your super-friendly cat busy
with a good routine of environmental enrichment. If they don’t have access to a safe outdoor area for jumping, climbing and scratching,
you’ll need to provide some sturdy cat furniture (such as cat climbing trees and horizontal scratching platforms). Most cats will enjoy
some cat grass to nibble on, as well as a variety of interactive toys, such as fishing rod toys, ping pong balls and food puzzle toys.
Special health care
Like most breeds, Slinkies and Floofs can have some special care requirements and potential health issues. These include:





Regular grooming for Floofs to help prevent matts and hairballs
Regular, gentle skin cleansing for sphynx cats, involving the use of baby wipes and/or baths using a cat-friendly shampoo
Potential genetic predispositions towards certain issues, such as heart disease, skeletal or neurological problems, metabolic
diseases, kidney disease or feline asthma – have a chat with one of our veterinarians for more information on monitoring your
cat for any relevant breed health predispositions

However, with the right care, these super friendly cats make the purr-fect companions!
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